A review of the electrodeposition of metal matrix composite coatings by inclusion of particles in a metal layer: an established and diversifying technology
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Following a brief overview of their history, which dates back to the 1920s with marked developments during the 1960s and 1970s, the principles of composite coatings, achieved by including particles dispersed in a bath into a growing electrodeposited metal layer, are considered. The principles and role of electroplating compared to other techniques for realising such coatings, are considered. A good quality particle dispersion (often aided by a suitable type and concentration of surfactants) appropriate choice of work-piece shape/geometry and controlled agitation in the bath are seen to be prerequisites for achieving uniform coatings having a well-dispersed particle content by electroplating. Examples are provided to illustrate the influence of bath composition and plating conditions on deposit properties. Engineering applications of included particle composite layers are illustrated by examples of hard ceramic, soft ceramic and polymer inclusion composite coatings from the recent literature. Current trends in the development of composite plated coatings are summarised and their diverse applications are seen to include the use of finely structured (especially nanostructured) and functionally active particles together with hybrid and more complex, e.g. hierarchical, structures for applications ranging from tribology to speciality electronics, magnetic and electrochemical energy conversion materials.
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Introduction

Electrodeposition provides a versatile and convenient route to the realisation of controlled coatings of composites (i.e., materials having more than one phase) containing particles dispersed in a metal matrix compared to thermal and mechanical methods, such as powder metallurgy, metal spraying and nitriding or vacuum deposition, e.g. magnetron sputtering to prepare composite layers.1 The field of composite plating is also referred to as ‘inclusion plating’, the term inclusion also being traditionally used to refer to unwanted, contaminant particles, for instance, those insoluble inorganic materials such as metal oxides sedimenting in the bath and entrained in electrolyte flow which become co-deposited e.g. Lansdell and Farr.2 In this review, we will typically refer to M-X coatings to mean a metal matrix, M containing included solid particles, X, e.g. Ni-SiC. It is important to realise, however, that electrodeposition (together with electrophoresis) is capable of coating, or occasionally electroforming, a diverse range of inclusion and matrix materials, including conducting polymer and ceramic matrices containing metal, polymer, ceramic and hybrid particles from aqueous electrolytes.3

Examples of composite plating can be traced back to as long ago as 1928 in a study of a Cu-graphite coating for an automotive bearing in the USA.4 The subject saw major developments throughout the 1960s and 1970s, particularly in Europe5 due to interest in the diversity of possible coatings, the mechanism of particle co-deposition and the search for wear resistant coatings suitable for increasing demands in aerospace and automotive engineering. Much of the literature during this period is dedicated to hard ceramic particles in useful engineering metal matrices to realise Ni or Co layers containing carbides, nitrides or borides, such as SiC or WC. An important example is the development of Ni-SiC composite coatings for the rotor tips of Wankel engines and the piston internal cylinder surfaces of reciprocating automotive engines, particularly by BMW, then later by...
Porsche. In the 1970s, interest was shown in a broader range of nickel coatings containing Al₂O₃, graphite and polymers such as PTFE, e.g. for lubrication and corrosion protection. Since the 1970s, specialist applications have included semiconductor manufacture, wastewater treatment and fuel cell electrodes. The science and technology of composite plating has now matured into a recognisable sub-field of materials finishing and it is timely to provide a concise profile of this subject, with a focus on the last decade and a look at some of the more specialised coatings being internationally considered, such as metal layers containing layered and solid state lubricant materials, e.g. graphene, MoS₂ and WS₂ or nanostructured materials such as carbon nanotubes, titanium oxide tubes or fibres. For readers seeking more extensive, historical or specialised information, selected literature reviews, published between 1970 and the present, are noted in Table 1. A forthcoming review in this journal will consider the plating and anodising of nanostructured surfaces, including composite layers containing nanoparticles.

### The principles of composite plating

**The mechanism of composite plating and types of inclusions**

In this section, the mechanism and modelling of composite plating are briefly considered. While semi-continuous developments have been made since the 1960s, important leadership was offered throughout the 1970s, 1980s and beyond by several European university research groups, for example those under the guidance of Janssen in Eindhoven and Celis in Leuven. A wide range of particles, typically from tens of nanometres to hundreds of microns in size and spheroidal, tubular, fibrous or lamellar in shape, can be incorporated into a metal deposit to form a composite coating. Fig. 1 summarises the major processes involved in the electroplating of particles into a growing metallic matrix. The incorporation of particles into metallic coatings can be achieved by a number of processes including convection of the particles towards the cathode surface, mechanical entrapment of particles.

#### Table 1 Selected reviews of composite plating and their contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roos, Celis, Fransaer, Buelens</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Includes mathematical models; considers early studies.</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldstein</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Electroless nickel composite layers.</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helle, Walsh</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Highlights the importance of surfactants to both disperse particles in the bath and control electrophoresis.</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musiani</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Focuses on specialised electrochemical applications, e.g. electrocatalysis, fabrication of photoactive devices and energy storage.</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr, Barker, Walsh</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>General. Includes principles of the technology.</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fransaer, Celis</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>General. Review of mechanisms.</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hovestad, Jannsen</td>
<td>1995, 2005</td>
<td>General. Mechanistic theories considered.</td>
<td>[9,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low, Wills, Walsh</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Nanosized metal, polymer and ceramic particles with examples of their properties.</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavallotti, Bestetti, Franz, Vicenzo</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Pulsed electrodeposition and electrocrystallisation at the nanoscale.</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takadoum, Bercot</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>A book chapter on electrodeposition as a technique to produce nanostructured coatings. Other techniques are considered in the book.</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low, Ponce de Leon, Walsh</td>
<td>(2014)</td>
<td>Nanostructured deposits by plating and anodising; routes to achieving nanostructures using diverse surfaces illustrated by examples.</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
into the growing metal matrix, and/or electrophoretic migration of particles to the growing metal deposit. The steps can be identified: (a) charged particle formation, e.g. due to ions and surfactants adsorbed on particle surfaces, (b) physical transport of particles through a convection layer, (c) mass transport of particles via a concentration boundary (diffusion) layer, (d) migration driven by the potential gradient across an electrical double layer and (e) physical embedding of particles into the growing metal deposit.

The successful co-deposition of particles into metal deposits is dependent on many process parameters, including characteristics of the particle (e.g. concentration, surface charge, type, shape, size), electrolyte composition (e.g. electrolyte concentration, additives, temperature, pH, surfactant type and concentration), applied current density (e.g. direct current, pulsed current, pulse time, duty cycle, potentiostatic control), flow environment inside the electroplating tank (e.g. laminar, mixed, turbulent regimes), and shape/size of electroplating tank and electrode geometry (rotating disk electrode, rotating cylinder electrode, plate-in-tanks, parallel plate electrodes and many variations of electroplating tanks). The general factors affecting composite electroplated deposits are shown in Fig. 2, in the form of input variables to a model and the output results required.

Cross-sectional views of two composite metal coatings are shown in Fig. 3. The electrodeposited nickel coatings contain irregular but well-dispersed nanoparticles of solid silicon carbide (SiC) or titanium oxide nanotubes. The dimensions in this figure indicate the diverse deposit thickness and particle size which can be involved. The particles can be agglomerated but, preferably, remain well-dispersed within the coatings. While the codeposition of metal and suspended particles is possible without surfactants, the quality of particle dispersion in the bath tends to be low and agitation plus work-piece geometry/position become more critical. Moreover, adsorption of suitable surfactants on the particle surface serves to aid the achievement and maintenance of a good dispersion in the bath which facilitates a reliable and predictable dispersion of particles within the growing metal deposit.

In electroless plating baths, particular care is needed to surfactant choice since particles, especially agglomerated ones, can act as nucleation centres for unwanted metal deposition or even ‘bombing out’ of metal in the bulk electrolyte, i.e., spontaneous metal plating in the bulk electrolyte.

Mathematical modelling of composite plating
Mathematical models are important in rationalising, simulating and predicting the relationships among bath composition, plating conditions and the quality of the coating (including the amount of included particles and their degree of dispersion).

The main driving forces for particle incorporation have been known since the early 1960s. In 1964, Williams and Martin suggested transport of particles...
to the cathode by convection due to bath agitation. Bazzard and Boden\textsuperscript{18} proposed that particles collided with the cathode surface and required a certain residence time for inclusion. In 1967, Brandes and Goldthorpe\textsuperscript{19} considered that purely mechanical entrapment of particles was unlikely; rather, there must be a force of attraction, such as an electrostatic one. Guglielmi\textsuperscript{20} provided the first concerted model, which considered a two-step sequence:

(i) particles approach the cathode surface and become loosely adsorbed then

(ii) particles lose their ionic cloud and become strongly adsorbed.

The model involves electrophoresis of particles, charge transfer electrode kinetics (as approximated by the Tafel equation) and Langmuir adsorption of particles.\textsuperscript{20} Despite its shortcomings, which include a failure to consider mass transport of particles or ions of the plated metal matrix or particle type and size, this successful early model has been widely used to approximately describe many composite plated systems and is still cited in recent papers.

As realised by Bazzard and Boden\textsuperscript{18} a certain residence time is needed for a particle to become adsorbed at the cathode surface and not all particles arriving at the cathode surface will be adsorbed. Degrez and Winand\textsuperscript{21} were aware that changes occur in the copper deposition mechanism due to electrocrystallisation changes and this provided another factor to be considered in composite plating, where growth of the metal matrix is critical for satisfactory particle inclusion. By considering this together with ion adsorption onto particle surfaces, bath agitation and convective-diffusion, Celis, Roos and Buelsens\textsuperscript{22} proposed an improved, 5-step mechanism in 1987 which incorporated the essential features of Guglielmi’s model into the final 2 steps:

(i) particles form an ionic cloud by ion adsorption,

(ii) particles are transported by convective-diffusion to the cathode,

(iii) the particles, complete with their ionic cloud, are adsorbed on the cathode surface,

(iv) the ionic cloud is shed, and

(v) the particles are included into the growing metal deposit.

A statistical approach was taken to the probability of a particle crossing the diffusion layer. This model is a significant improvement on that of Guglielmi but requires empirical factors specific to a system and found by experiment.

A useful summary of early mathematical models is provided in the Eindhoven Technical University PhD thesis of Hovestad\textsuperscript{23} and in the 1995 review by Hovestad and Janssen.\textsuperscript{10} In work in the Wilcox group at Loughborough University, Morana has provided a useful update to 2000 in a 2006 PhD thesis\textsuperscript{24} while Fransaer and Celis have given a timely summary of developments in the field in 2001.

In 1997, Valdes\textsuperscript{25} proposed a ‘perfect sink’ model with the assumption of infinitely fast kinetics such that all particles arriving within a critical distance of the cathode surface were irreversibly captured. The model was developed with data from an RDE and considered both diffusion and convection. However, a major shortcoming is that the model predicted maximum co-deposition of particles at the limiting current density, which disagrees with most experimental findings. Hwang and Hwang\textsuperscript{26} have built on Guglielmi’s early model to suggest three current density ranges for reduction of adsorbed metal ions:

(i) at low current densities, only protons are reduced.

(ii) at intermediate current densities, proton reduction reaches a limiting condition and metal ions are reduced, and

(iii) at high current densities, the rate of proton and metal ion reduction reaches limiting values. This model appears never to have been validated by experimental data.

In 1992, Fransaer, Celis and Roos\textsuperscript{27} used an RCE study to propose a model based on a quantitative trajectory analysis of the forces acting on particles in the bath and approaching the cathode surface. Contributions to particle trajectory models have also been provided by Maurin and Lavanant.\textsuperscript{28} Also in 1992, Vereecken, Shao and Searson\textsuperscript{29} showed that the rate of nanometre sized particles in a growing metal deposit could be described by a model which considers the relative contributions of gravitational forces and diffusion as a function of particle size. In 2002, Bercot et al.\textsuperscript{30} offered an improvement of Guglielmi’s model and incorporated a polynomial correction to account for the effects of adsorption and flow. The problem of current distribution during composite plating and its modelling has been
considered by workers in the USA. Further studies would benefit from the use of controlled flow in, e.g., a rotating cylinder Hull (RCH) cell.

While the relationship between the quantity of particles in the metal deposit to the current density has been the focus of many experimental studies, relatively few workers have adopted a quantitative model to predict performance or at least to rationalise the results, despite the modelling work described above and an extensive review of inclusion co-deposition in 2001 which stresses the contradictory experimental data and lack of controlled hydrodynamics. To echo and extend the final sentence of this reference: A complete understanding of the composite electrodeposition process requires a synergy between theoretical models and thorough experimental work, always being mindful of the need to scale-up to practical systems.

Table 2 (after Low, Wills and Walsh) attempts to summarise some of the major features of mathematical models aimed at describing composite plating over the thirty year period from 1972 to 2002. Despite the long-term refinement and testing of these models, it is clear that our current understanding of the mechanism of composite electroplating remains incomplete and unsatisfying. Models tend to be empirical rather than based on a close physical interpretation. Also, they (a) tend to have fitting parameters specific to a given bath and composite, (b) do not adequately consider particle size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Approach taken and assumptions made</th>
<th>Composite and process conditions</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guglielmi, 1972</td>
<td>Describes both adsorption and electrophoresis. The particles are covered by adsorbed metal ions. Particle characteristics and electrolyte conditions are accounted semi-empirically. The effect of flow is not considered.</td>
<td>Ni-TiO₂, Ni-SiC</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celis, Roos &amp; Buelens, 1987</td>
<td>Uses probability to describe the amount of particles that are likely to be incorporated at a given current density. Mass transport of particles is proportional to the mass transport of ions to the working electrode. Volume ratio of particles in the metal deposit will increase under charge transfer control and decrease under mass transport control.</td>
<td>Cu-Al₂O₃, Au-Al₂O₃</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fransaer, Celis &amp; Ross, 1992; Maurin &amp; Lavanant, 1995.</td>
<td>Uses trajectory to describe the codeposition of non-Brownian particles. Involves two steps: reduction of metal ions (described by Butler-Volmer expression) and codeposition of particle (described by a trajectory expression).</td>
<td>Cu-PS, Ni-SiC</td>
<td>[27], [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang &amp; Hwang, 1993</td>
<td>An improvement of Guglielmi’s model which uses three modes of current density (low, intermediate, high) to distinguish the reduction of adsorbed ion on particles. Involves three steps: forced convective of particles to surface, loose adsorption on the surface and irreversible incorporation of particles by reduction of adsorbed ions.</td>
<td>Co-SiC</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereecken, Shao, &amp; Searson, 2000</td>
<td>The transport of particles to the surface is controlled by convective-diffusion. The influence of particle gravitational force and hydrodynamics is accounted for at various current densities. Valid only when the particle size is smaller than the diffusion layer thickness.</td>
<td>Ni-Al₂O₃</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bercot, Pena-Munoz &amp; Pagetti, 2002</td>
<td>An improvement of Guglielmi’s model, which incorporates a 3rd order polynomial correction to account for the effects of adsorption and flow.</td>
<td>Ni-PTFE</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NG: not given; PS: polystyrene.
or shape, (c) ignore particle-metal matrix interactions, (d) do not adequately account for deposit development and metal growth with time, (e) represent data over narrow ranges of experimental variables and (f) fail to consider the quality of the particle dispersion and its colloid chemistry in the plating bath. Any future model must overcome these limitations and adopt a user-friendly, multi-physics approach using accessible software to facilitate predictions and simulations.

**The practice of composite plating**

**General considerations**

Many factors influence the quality of composite plating. For convenience, these can be grouped (Fig. 4) according to the bath composition, plating conditions and electrode/bath geometry. The selected examples in Table 3 illustrate the diversity of recent baths used for the plating of various composite coatings. The majority of baths are chosen due to their well established position in plating the matrix metal. Baths such as Watts nickel solutions are also tolerant to many surfactants and particle suspensions.

The inclusion of particles into metal deposits is dependent on many process parameters, including particle characteristics (particle concentration, surface charge, type, shape, size); electrolyte composition (electrolyte concentration, additives, temperature, pH, surfactant type and concentration); current density (direct current, pulsed current, pulse time, duty cycle, potentiostatic control) and hydrodynamics (laminar, mixed, turbulent regimes) of electrochemical cells together with electrode geometry, as discussed below. A clear picture of the exact effect of the experimental parameters is, however, difficult to obtain. The majority of recent investigations have suggested that three global factors can be identified as influencing the co-deposition processes, namely, the particle type and concentration, the applied current density and electrode geometry/movement or bath agitation.

A number of general comments may be made on composite plating practice in the literature:

1. The coatings usually consist of two distinct phases, namely, a discontinuous particle phase distributed within a continuous plated metal matrix.
2. While electroplating is a common and versatile coating technique, other means of achieving composite layers include mechanical liquid-solid roll-bonding, magnetron sputtering or electroless deposition, e.g. Ni-P-diamond, Ni-P-kaolin, Ni-P-TiO₂, Cu-cubic BN and Ni-Al₂O₃-Y₂O₃-carbon nanotubes.
Table 3 Selected composite coatings and their diverse applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Metal matrix</th>
<th>Included particle</th>
<th>Bath type</th>
<th>Cathode geometry, current density and bath agitation</th>
<th>Possible application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rudnik, Burzynska, Gebka</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Co</td>
<td>SiC.</td>
<td>Chloride-sulphate bath at pH 4.4. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactant.</td>
<td>Stainless steel plate. Pumped circulation and magnetic stirring. 0.5 and 1.0 A dm(^{-2}). Cu foil. 5-10 A dm(^{-2}). Ultrasonic agitation prior to bath use. Agitation during use unclear. Mild steel plate. 2 A dm(^{-2}).</td>
<td>Hydrophobic and low friction surfaces. Tribology (wear resistance).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Arai, Endo</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.3 (\mu)m PTFE spheroids.</td>
<td>Watts nickel. A cationic surfactant. 40(^\circ)C.</td>
<td>Vertical mild steel plate in rectangular flow channel. (&lt;5) cm s(^{-1}). (&lt;6) A dm(^{-2}). Mild steel plate.</td>
<td>Batteries and PEM fuel cells. SEM; optical microscopy. Corrosion protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koleva, Boshkov, Raichevski, Veleva, [33]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Zn, Zn-Co</td>
<td>100-200 nm PEO or PPO.</td>
<td>Zinc sulphate, cobalt sulphate; 'wetting agent' and 'brightener'. Watts nickel. Naphthalene sulfonate; anionic surfactant. 60 °C.</td>
<td>Vertical copper cathode between 2 planar nickel anodes. Magnetic stirrer at 200 rpm. 4 A dm(^{-2}).</td>
<td>Corrosion and wear resistance. Vertical and horizontal flow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapinski, Fletcher, Walsh, [34]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Ca. 2 (\mu)m irregular graphite flakes (&lt;18) %vol.</td>
<td>Watts nickel.</td>
<td>Mild steel plate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Guo, Viejo, Thompson, Liu [95]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ni-P (heat treated)</td>
<td>Ni-W-P bath; Deposits of mixed nanocrystalline and amorphous structures.</td>
<td>Watts nickel; Saccharin and/or butyne-2-diol-1,4 additives.</td>
<td>Vertical copper cathode between 2 planar nickel anodes. Magnetic stirrer at 200 rpm. 4 A dm(^{-2}).</td>
<td>Tribology (wear resistance).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gajewska, Szejtycka, Nakonieczny [94]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>250 nm boron grains.</td>
<td>Watts type Ni-Co; caesium sulphate catalyst.</td>
<td>Steel plate between nickel anodes. Peristaltic pumped flow. 0.5-4 A dm(^{-2}).</td>
<td>Cutting tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudnik [36]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ni-Co</td>
<td>2.5 (\mu)m SiC.</td>
<td>Watts type Ni-Co; caesium sulphate catalyst.</td>
<td>Mild steel plate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. While the majority of studies involve a single metal (and temperature) for the matrix metal. An obvious most studies preferring to use a well established bath the effects of bath composition on composite plating, buffers. There have been very few systematic studies of together with the presence of complexants and pH additives and surfactants are all important as is the pH factor affecting the co-deposition process. The concentrations and type of metal salt, in different electrolyte, important parameters governing the concentration of particles included in the metal matrix. Generally, an optimum range exists well within the normal limits for the optimum current density range for the electrodeposited metal matrix and this guides the choice of current density for composite plating. Many studies have found that modest increases in current density lead to a higher particle incorporation in the deposit but behaviour can be complex. In the case of nanosized SiC particles in a nickel deposit from a specific Watts Ni bath containing fixed additives and at under constant bath agitation from a magnetic stirrer, a clear maximum is seen in the particle content of the deposits as the current density range is traversed (Fig. 5b). Several recent studies have examined the importance of pulsed control of current rather than the traditional use of steady direct current. For example, in a study of Ni-SiC deposition, pulsed current was found to offer use of steady direct current. For example, in a study of Ni-SiC deposition,54 pulsed current was found to offer use of steady direct current. For example, recent studies of Ni-SiC have shown the improved microhardness and microstructure of composite deposits using 20 nm rather than 1 μm particles.52,53 It is common to find an increase in particle content with the bath loading of particles until a saturation point is reached, e.g. Fig. 5a. (Low et al.53). A few studies have avoided the complexity of surfactants and elected to use an additive-free bath, e.g. Gyftou et al.54

3. Amongst the many metal matrices used, copper and nickel deposits have featured most strongly, together with constructional (and stainless) steels and brass but there are examples of metal matrices such as Co44 (especially for higher temperature, oxidation resistant applications), polymers such as ABS and polyamides25 and ceramics such as TiO2 in magnetron sputtered coatings.46

4. An extremely wide variety of particles (most commonly spheroidal or irregular in shape), ranging from <2 nm to >100 μm in diameter, has been successfully incorporated into metal electro-deposits. Particle inclusion materials include ceramics such as alumina, (Al2O3),26,28,44 kaolin (Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O),46 diamond40 or graphite (C),44 silicon carbide (SiC),37,47 silicon dioxide (SiO2),49 zirconium dioxide (ZrO2),49 titanium dioxide (TiO2),41 yttrium oxide (Y2O3),44 silicon nitride (Si3N4),48 zirconium carbide (Cr3C2),50 tungsten carbide (WC)51 and boron nitride (BN),42 polymers including polystyrene (PS),31 and polyaniline (PAni),49 and metals such as silver (Ag)37 and chromium (Cr).50 Alumina in copper (Cu-Al2O3) and silicon carbide particles in nickel (Ni-SiC) composite layers have been the traditional subject of most investigations, including model studies.

5. While the majority of studies involve a single metal matrix, exceptions include speciality alloys such as Co-W-Al2O344 and CoNiMnP-BaFe12O19.35

6. Both complex e.g. ternary Al-Cu-Fe quasi-crystal particles in Ni52 and hybrid particle, e.g. titanate nanotubes and polypyrrole in Ni52 and Al2O3-Y2O3-carbon nanotube43 inclusions in Ni have been considered in special cases.

The effects of bath composition

Electrolyte composition is known to be a significant factor affecting the co-deposition process. The concentrations and type of metal salt, in different electrolyte, additives and surfactants are all important as is the pH together with the presence of complexants and pH buffers. There have been very few systematic studies of the effects of bath composition on composite plating, most studies preferring to use a well established bath (and temperature) for the matrix metal. An obvious variable is the choice of particle type, shape and size distribution. While there are few relevant studies, an increasing number of workers have shown that use of nanosized particles rather than ones tens of microns in size have given rise to improved deposit properties. For example, recent studies of Ni-SiC have shown the improved microhardness and microstructure of composite deposits using 20 nm rather than 1 μm particles.52,53

Importance of plating conditions

Current density is a major parameter governing the concentration of particles included in the metal matrix. Generally, an optimum range exists well within the normal limits for the optimum current density range for the electrodeposited metal matrix and this guides the choice of current density for composite plating. Many studies have found that modest increases in current density lead to a higher particle incorporation in the deposit but behaviour can be complex. In the case of nanosized SiC particles in a nickel deposit from a specific Watts Ni bath containing fixed additives and at under constant bath agitation from a magnetic stirrer, a clear maximum is seen in the particle content of the deposits as the current density range is traversed (Fig. 5b).

Several recent studies have examined the importance of pulsed control of current rather than the traditional use of steady direct current. For example, in a study of Ni-SiC deposition, pulsed current was found to offer more uniform particle distributions and improved physical properties.

Electrode geometry and bath agitation

Fig. 6 attempts to summarise some of the electrode geometries and types of bath agitation used in composite plating. For laboratory investigations, magnetic stirring, rotating disk or cylinder electrodes (RDEs or RCEs) and parallel plate channel flow are commonly employed while in industrial processes, popular methods used in open tanks include the overhead blade stirrer, the
hydrodynamic conditions. Few workers would deny the convenience and availability but the poorly defined, difficult to replicate, complex and vortex-prone flow induced by a magnetic stirrer follower in a parallel plate geometry is rarely appreciated. In a few cases, however, rotating disc electrode (RDE),\(^\text{24}\) rotating cylinder electrode (RCE),\(^\text{23,55,56}\) have been used to offer well-defined laminar or turbulent flow together with predictable mass transport to smooth electrode surfaces. A few workers have preferred flat electrodes in rectangular channel flow for convenience and to simulate industrial practice, as in the case of recent studies on electrically conductive nickel-graphite.\(^\text{34}\) Occasionally, more specialised controlled flow environments are experienced, such as deposition of Cu-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) layers under impinging jet electrolyte conditions\(^\text{57–59}\) or pumped flow through a vertical, rectangular channel.\(^\text{60}\)

Thus, common cathode geometries are the RDE,\(^\text{11,64}\) RCE,\(^\text{55,56,63}\) and vertical plate electrodes.\(^\text{61}\) Methods of bath agitation have included magnetic stirring, e.g. Low \textit{et al}.\(^\text{53}\) or overhead motor driven impeller blade stirrers, e.g. Muralidhara \textit{et al}.\(^\text{51}\) Ultrasound has occasionally been considered.\(^\text{55}\) For rapid laboratory studies involving frequent changes in cathode work-piece material or surface finish, the authors have found a simple, benchtop RCE cell to be particularly convenient\(^\text{56,63}\) (Fig. 7).

This design, which typically involves a 5 cm length, 1-8 cm diameter tube, typically rotating at \(\text{ca. } 200 \text{ rpm} \quad \text{(ca. } 20 \text{ cm s}^{-1} \text{ peripheral cylinder velocity}),\) provides good, turbulent, 3-dimensional mixing (to assist particle suspension and predictable turbulent flow as well as ease of storing plated samples prior to analysis (e.g. in desiccated screw-top sample tubes). The cell was used by one of the authors in Ni-PTFE and Ni-diamond plating in the AKZO corporate research laboratory of Helle in 1974\(^\text{63}\) and has since found use in our laboratories; switching to a bottom, circular disc anode and a longer RCE facilitates a rotating cylinder Hull (RCH) cell geometry.\(^\text{56,61,62}\)

The effect of flow can be complex and is often underestimated, despite its overriding importance to particle suspension in the bath and composite deposit quality. Many studies have found that, for a particular bath composition, electrode geometry and type of flow, there is a maximum in the particle content of the deposit with flow magnitude. Examples include:

- early use of RDEs includes Cu-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) deposition by Celis \textit{et al}.\(^\text{11,64}\) some workers have used an RDE at a fixed rotation speed, e.g. \(200 \text{ rpm}\) in Gyftou \textit{et al}.\(^\text{54}\)
- the RCE has occasionally been used and provides well agitated, turbulent flow,\(^\text{54,56}\) including demountable pipe section substrates at a fixed rotation speed,\(^\text{55}\) and
- vertical plate electrodes and magnetic stirring of the bath remains a convenient and frequently used option, e.g.\(^\text{57,48,50,52}\)

### Examples of traditional and future applications

Selected composite coatings have been provided in Table 3. The diversity of coatings and industrial sectors is striking. In addition to the development of alloy metal matrices, specialty applications such as magnetic, electronic, optical and battery materials are broadening...
**Table 4: Some recent studies of Ni-SiC composite plating, indicating the plating conditions, deposit properties and possible applications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Metal matrix</th>
<th>Bath type</th>
<th>Included particle</th>
<th>Metal deposit properties, techniques, Possible application</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gyftou, Strouboulis, Pavlou, Spyrellis</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Watts Ni, 50 C.</td>
<td>no additives.</td>
<td>XRD, TEM, SEM. Tribology</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavlou, Spyrellis</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Watts Ni, 50 C.</td>
<td>Cu, Quasi-crystals</td>
<td>XRD, TEM, SEM. Tribology</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu, Chan, Zhu</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Watts Ni</td>
<td>no additives.</td>
<td>XRD, TEM, SEM, optical microcrystallite content. Less particle agglomeration in deposit.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burzynska, Rudnik, Blaz, Kotula, Sierpinski, Szymanski</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Watts Ni</td>
<td>no additives.</td>
<td>XRD, TEM, SEM. Tribology</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudnik, Krola, Sierpinski, Symanski</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Ni-Co</td>
<td>Watts Ni</td>
<td>25 µm, 5% Cu</td>
<td>XRD, TEM, SEM, optical microcrystallite content. Less particle agglomeration in deposit.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanation:**

- **Cathode geometry, current density and type of flow:**
  - Metal: Ni or Ni-10 µm SiC
  - Bath type: Watts Ni or 50 C.
  - Added particle: no additives.
- **Deposit properties, techniques, Possible application:**
  - XRD, TEM, SEM. Tribology
  - Techniques: XRD, TEM, SEM, optical microcrystallite content. Less particle agglomeration in deposit.

**Metal-hard ceramic particles**

The use of ceramic particles in a metal matrix has long been used as a means of achieving tough, dispersion-hardened coatings. For example, a major impact of composite plated coatings has traditionally been in automotive engines for wear resistance and improved lubrication, where Ni-SiC and Ni-PTFE are both accepted coating options, e.g. in high performance internal combustion cylinder liners such as those used in prestige road cars or competitive automotive sports cars and motorcycles. A more specialist use has been in wear resistant tool facings, where competition exists from thin vacuum deposited layers, such as Co-WC and Ni-TiN ones. Survilene and co-workers at Vilnius University have examined the effect of SiC on the corrosion behaviour of 10 µm thick chromium coatings electroplated from a hexavalent bath containing 10 g dm⁻³ SiC, making extensive use of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at the corrosion potential in 0.01 M H₂SO₄ + 0.5 M Na₂SO₄. As shown in Fig. 8, the composite coatings showed a much lower corrosion rate than a chromium plated layer, as evidenced by their increased charge transfer impedance (i.e., larger semicircles) especially in the case of hybrid Ni-WC-SiC composite coatings deposited from baths containing higher particle concentrations.

Ni-SiC is the most commonly studied composite coating achieved by electrodeposition. Recent examples are given in Table 4.

**Metal-polymer particles**

Applications for metal-polymer particles include self-lubrication, corrosion protection or speciality uses, such as electrode structures in modern batteries and proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells. In the case of chemically inert but hydrophobic particles, such as PTFE, the choice of particle size and surfactant type and concentration are critical in achieving stable bath suspensions and high, controlled particle loadings in the metal deposit. This is sometimes rendered more difficult by the source of PTFE suspensions, which are often based on anionic surfactants and alcoholic/aqueous liquids which are not specifically designed for compatibility with plating baths. Earlier studies have reviewed by Helle and Walsh and Kerr et al. and progress through the 1970s and 1980s owes much to European work by the Celis group at the University of Leuven, Janssen and colleagues at Eindhoven University and Helle and co-workers at AKZO CRT in the Netherlands.

Polymer inclusions have also been used to improve the degree of corrosion protection offered by sacrificial zinc deposits to mild steel substrates undergoing weathering under atmospheric conditions. Common examples of such particles include polystyrene, polyester, polyurethane and polyamide. An example is provided by the electrodeposition of Zn-polyolefin oxides and Zn-Copolyolefin oxides, where linear potential sweep polarisation of the composite deposit was used to show an improvement in corrosion resistance compared to metal layers without polymer in 5 wt.% NaCl at 25°C.

Although this review is focused on electrodeposited composites, development in the related electrolytic treatment of anodising deserves mention. Koleta et al. have successfully incorporated polyamide into an
anodised array on a titanium foil surface. In the first stage, an anodised array was formed by anodising titanium in 2 M H₃PO₄ and 0.2 M NH₄F at 20 °C. The anodic film was calcined to anatase by heat treatment at 500 °C for 3 h. In the second stage, aniline was adsorbed into the nanopores by anodically activating in a solution containing 0.1 M HNO₃ and 0.2 M aniline at 20 °C and 15 mA cm⁻² for 60 s, followed by electropolymerisation by cyclic voltammetry in 0.5 M HClO₄ containing 0.1 M aniline. Subsequent cyclic voltammetry of the composite film in 0.1 M HNO₃ and 0.2 M aniline at 20 °C at a potential sweep rate of 20 mV s⁻¹ showed reversible redox behaviour typical of the emeraldine form of polyaniline on cycling.

Metal-softer ceramic particles
Soft ceramic particles have been used for improved electrical contact as well as enhanced tribological surfaces. In the case of a noble metal coating matrix, such as nickel composites on mild steel, galvanically aggravated localised corrosion of the substrate at pore sites is a particular problem. Workers at Southampton University have recently examined a range of nickel coating, including a Ni-graphite composite. Although nickel deposition is carried out well below the mass transport limited rate (as estimated from voltammetric data), the mass transport regime was, however, the critical parameter in obtaining the desired dispersion of graphite particles within the electroplated Ni layer. Figs. 9a), b) and c) show typical SEM images for Ni/graphite deposits in three cells, a stirred beaker, a Hull cell and upward flow in a rectangular channel. While the electrolyte conditions are identical, the current densities are not; the decision was taken to make the comparison at current densities where uniform and reflective Ni deposits were plated in the absence of carbon particles in...
the electrolyte. Hence, in the flow cell with a far superior mass transport regime, it was possible to obtain high quality deposits with a current density of 100 mA cm\(^{-2}\) whereas, in the Hull cell and beaker cells, poor deposits are plated at this current density and the current density needs to be in the range 10–20 mA cm\(^{-2}\) to obtain reasonable deposits. The efficient mass transport regime both increases the rate of transport of Ni\(^{2+}\) and graphite particles to the surface as well as controlling the distribution of graphite particles in the electrolyte, and also removes any hydrogen bubbles formed from the secondary reaction. Fig. 9(a) shows the SEM image from the Hull cell experiment and the graphite particles are closely packed over the surface. With the deposit formed in the beaker cell with better stirring than the Hull cell, Fig. 9(b), the graphite particles are more spaced but there is still agglomeration of particles into clumps. In the flow cell, the graphite particles are now well spaced and the graphite is largely present as individual particles, see Fig. 9(c).

The corrosion behaviour of these Ni-graphite deposits was evaluated under relatively aggressive conditions, i.e., 1 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) at 23°C at an anodic current density 20 mA cm\(^{-2}\), using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.\(^60\) Typical findings are shown as a Nyquist plot in Fig. 9(d). It is clear that thinner deposits show clear evidence of porosity through to the steel in the form of a reduced charge transfer resistance, despite the use of a well formulated Watts nickel bath under closely controlled conditions. In the case of composite deposits, much lower porosity values for thin nickel-graphite layers have been experienced using a vertical rectangular channel flow\(^34\) or a commercial reel-to-reel coil plating line.

Our ability to disperse tribologically attractive but hydrophobic particles is evidenced by recent success with, e.g. electroplating of copper containing fluorinated graphite particles\(^78\) and deposition of tungsten disulphide particles to the surface as well as controlling the distribution of graphite particles in the electrolyte, and also removes any hydrogen bubbles formed from the secondary reaction. Fig. 9(a) shows the SEM image from the Hull cell experiment and the graphite particles are closely packed over the surface. With the deposit formed in the beaker cell with better stirring than the Hull cell, Fig. 9(b), the graphite particles are more spaced but there is still agglomeration of particles into clumps. In the flow cell, the graphite particles are now well spaced and the graphite is largely present as individual particles, see Fig. 9(c).

The corrosion behaviour of these Ni-graphite deposits was evaluated under relatively aggressive conditions, i.e., 1 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) at 23°C at an anodic current density 20 mA cm\(^{-2}\), using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.\(^60\) Typical findings are shown as a Nyquist plot in Fig. 9(d). It is clear that thinner deposits show clear evidence of porosity through to the steel in the form of a reduced charge transfer resistance, despite the use of a well formulated Watts nickel bath under closely controlled conditions. In the case of composite deposits, much lower porosity values for thin nickel-graphite layers have been experienced using a vertical rectangular channel flow\(^34\) or a commercial reel-to-reel coil plating line.

Our ability to disperse tribologically attractive but hydrophobic particles is evidenced by recent success with, e.g. electroplating of copper containing fluorinated graphite particles\(^78\) and deposition of tungsten disulphide particles to the surface as well as controlling the distribution of graphite particles in the electrolyte, and also removes any hydrogen bubbles formed from the secondary reaction. Fig. 9(a) shows the SEM image from the Hull cell experiment and the graphite particles are closely packed over the surface. With the deposit formed in the beaker cell with better stirring than the Hull cell, Fig. 9(b), the graphite particles are more spaced but there is still agglomeration of particles into clumps. In the flow cell, the graphite particles are now well spaced and the graphite is largely present as individual particles, see Fig. 9(c).
particles in cobalt using an electroless bath with dimethyborane reducing agent. The former has been used as an improvement on carbon cathodes in alkaline batteries while the latter is attractive as a high performance surface under dry contact sliding conditions. Zn-ceramic particle composite coatings have been increasingly considered as sacrificial coatings on steel for corrosion protection. For example, Tuaweri and Wilcox have studied Zn-SiO₂ coatings deposited from acid sulphate baths at pH 2.0–2.5. The Variables studied included pH, SiO₂ loading in the bath (13–52 g dm⁻³), current density (1–8 A dm⁻²), degree of vibratory agitation and use of a bath addition agent. The particle content of the deposit peaked at ca. 3 A dm⁻². The deposits showed increased silica levels in outer regions (possibly due to increased local pH) and was adversely affected (burned and darkened) by use of the addition agent. This study of a complex but practical composite deposition serves to show some of the many variables affecting the particle loading and quality of composite deposits. The Zn-Ni-SiO₂ system would prove a complex but challenging one to model.

Recently, the diversity of inclusions has widened and examples include Zn-TiO₂ (Gomes et al., 2004), Zn-Ni-Al₂O₃ (Tulio and colleagues, 2007), Zn-Ni-Al₂O₃ (Sancakoglu et al., 2011), Zn-yttria stabilised zirconia, (Xia and co-workers, 2009), Zn-hybrid nanoparticles, (Kammona et al., 2009) and Zn-graphite (Muralidhara et al., 2012). It is now timely to see a comparative study of different (or mixed) ceramic particles in zinc and zinc alloy deposits.

Complex, metal-hybrid particle and hierarchical coatings

Recently, multiple particle types have been used in metal composites. One of the authors (FCW) has used Ni-SiC-PTFE-graphite coatings for the six internal combustion cylinder surfaces of a 1987 Porsche 911 car, the strategy being to employ the carbide for wear resistance and improved toughness with the PTFE for self-lubrication and graphite for both improved lubrication and oil retention. The vehicle has covered over 35,000 miles with reduced oil use. Mixed conducting polymer films–inert particle composite electrodeposits have also been used for corrosion protection e.g. thin polypyrrole (PPy) films containing titanate nanotubes (TiNT) were anodically deposited from 0.5 mol dm⁻³ pyrrole (Py) and 1 g dm⁻³ of TiNT in 0.1 mol dm⁻³ aqueous oxalic acid on 904 L stainless steel (SS) 0.1 mm thickness at 25 °C by linear sweep voltammetry from −0.3 V to 0.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 50 mV s⁻¹. Electron microscopy showed that the nanotubes were adsorbed on the PPy surface and uniformly dispersed in a random orientation in the polymer matrix. The PPy/TiNT composite contained <10 wt.% titanates which showed an increase of 53% in coating hardness compared to polypyrrole alone. The TiNT provided nucleation centres to catalyse the polymerisation of pyrrole and could adsorb up to 240 mg g⁻¹ of the monomer. The corrosion rates for SS, SS/PPy and SS/PPy/TiNT composites, evaluated by linear sweep voltammetry and open-circuit potential measurements in 3% w/v NaCl, were 1.61, 0.008 and 0.004 mg dm⁻² day⁻¹, respectively, indicating that corrosion rates of stainless steel dramatically decreased, by up to three orders of magnitude, in the presence of the composite films.

The uses of such hybrid particle composite coatings include improved tribology and wear resistance, corrosion protection or speciality applications, utilising particular magnetic or electronic properties as discussed in a recent book. Particles may, themselves, be two-phase, as in the case of active internal contents which can release in service,
e.g. a) liquid lubricants in microcapsules dispersed in a metal deposit, or precious metal catalyst particles within titanate nanotubes or polyaniline within an anodised film.

The majority of specialised composites continue to be used for engineering wear resistance and tribology in aerospace and automotive environments but emerging speciality composites also include:

1. CoNiMnP as permanent magnets,
2. Ni-TiO₂ sintered NdFeB permanent magnets,
3. Ag/TiO₂ for speciality electronic materials,
4. Ni-graphite as battery electrodes and PEM fuel cell bipolar flow-field plates,
5. precious metals in protonated titanate nanotubes as chemical catalysts, and
6. polyaniline in TiO₂ nanotubes.

The possibility of achieving hierarchical structures, such as ‘tube-in tube’ particles embedded in a metal matrix has recently been made possible by the achievement of electrophoretic deposition of titanate nanotubes into the pores of a nanotubular array produced by anodising of a titanium surface.

This review has considered cathodic electroplating but anodising has been used as a complementary technique in special cases as has electroless plating. A forthcoming review in this journal will discuss nanostructured (including composite) coatings achieved by either plating or anodising.

Conclusions and future developments

Several general conclusions can be made regarding composite plating:

1. Diversity: Traditionally, single metal matrices have tended to be co-deposited with spheroidal or irregularly shaped particles having a diameter of, perhaps 1–100 μm. The material, size and shape of inclusions continue to diversify as materials become more freely available and nanostructured particles can now include hybrid fibres and tubes while alloy metal plating or anodic films having controlled pore structure and more intelligent particles have become topical.

2. History: While there are examples of plated composite coatings dating back to the 1920s, early developments were most pronounced in the 1960s and 70s in Europe.

3. Traditional composite coatings showed a focus on Ni-SiC, Cu-Al₂O₃, Ni-PTFE and Cu-polystyrene; more recent diversification has included speciality markets in electronics and materials sectors of industry.

4. Mechanisms. While particle transport is well understood, the co-deposition of particles and their interaction with the depositing matrix metal remain poorly considered.

5. Models. The development of models describing plated composite coatings under controlled conditions in known bath compositions has been semi-continuous in the period 1972–2002; more practical, versatile and user-friendly ones which use multi-physics approaches and are not so dependent on specific, experimentally derived and empirical factors are needed.

6. Uses. Traditional uses for wear resistance and improved lubrication in automotive and aerospace have been accompanied by electronic, optical and magnetic materials for speciality ones.

7. Evaluation of the coatings. Optical and scanning electron microscopy, SEM of surface are common-place; cross-sectional imaging and transmission electron microscopy, TEM with selected area electron diffraction (SAED) is rare but often necessary to provide sufficient resolution of features and local phase composition. The use of dc polarisation curves and EIS corrosion testing has become common, while these are rarely complemented with more practical corrosion exposure trials. Many applications involve wear situations such that tribological evaluation of coatings in controlled environments has become more important. Its long history means that the field of composite plating to include particles into a metal matrix coating is well established and semi-continuous developments have led to considerable diversity in materials, structure and applications.

Continued advances in our fundamental knowledge and the practice of composite plating for increasingly demanding service environments require a number of interactive research directions to develop next generation composite coatings, including the following:

1. Baths. Detailed dispersion studies are needed including particle analysis (particle size distribution and shape), electrophoresis (particle zeta potential, charge and velocity) and stability of the bath dispersion (sedimentation rate, tendency to agglomeration, etc). The importance of single and mixed surfactants (including ageing effects and the rate of consumption at each electrode) needs to be established.

2. Deposits. The importance of electrode geometry on the quality of the deposit needs quantifying, in the light of major differences in the literature, including those between fundamental studies and practical developments. It is also important to clarify the relationship between particle dispersions in the bath and those in the resultant deposit. In-situ absorption spectroscopy (e.g. Raman and infrared) studies would provide much more detail on species adsorbed on both the particles and on the growing deposit. It is also important to explore more alloy deposits as suitable matrices and to clarify the circumstances where particle shape and size (including nanostructured vs. micron sized) dispersions offer clear benefits to the engineering properties of the composite deposits.

3. Process mechanism, modelling and simulation. It is now important to bridge the gap between fundamental modelling studies which consider idealised baths and practical electrode geometries and plating conditions to those encountered in surface finishing practice. The use of standard software packages (particularly those based on multi-physics approaches which consider bath composition, plating conditions, electrode geometry and bath agitation to predict the degree of particle inclusion) would considerably generalise models and their usefulness by non-experts. Models should consider the reductions in electrolyte conductivity and solution viscosity arising from the high concentration of suspended particles.

4. Experimental techniques for coating characterisation. EIS of corroding samples should be complemented
by long-term studies of corrosion and porosity under controlled flow. SEM imaging should be complemented and extended by the use of cross-sectional SEM imaging of the coating-substrate interface and particle-matrix interface while TEM imaging coupled to SAED would facilitate phase compositional information on the particles and the metal matrix. Microhardness data could be reinforced by the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) to probe particle-surface interactions. A wider variety of tribological tests should be applied to coatings, including dry, wet and multi-phase, e.g. slurry environments with impacting, rotating, sliding and scratched contact. It is important to improve our knowledge of the chemistry of composite surfaces by the wider use of surface science and spectroscopy tools to improve wear mechanisms of composites. In view of the movement towards nanometre sized inclusions, it is important to establish the true advantages of such materials compared to traditional ones used in composite deposits.

5. Practical operations. A wide range of composite coatings has been studied but it is not always clear which should be chosen for a particular application. Therefore, comparative studies on composite deposits are essential in creating a ‘design selector’. As many plating baths must economically survive many years of use, housekeeping and ageing effects, together with their remediation, are important. Environmental issues, such as bath reclamation, waste treatment and the fate of environmentally persistent surfactants, must be considered.

In a futuristic look ahead, we might imagine the significant contribution of next generation composite coatings to smart coatings capable of diagnostic or time-dependent and responsive (e.g. tribological) interactions between particle and metal matrix and between the surface and changes in its service environment, e.g. load direction and magnitude, the nature of the counter body and the type of contact (e.g. sliding or impacting, intermittent or continuous) together with the nature of the environment (e.g. temperature, humidity and degree of corrosivity) for the composite deposit. An example might be ‘self-healing’ coatings which helped remediate corrosion or wear damage by local materials chemistry. It would also be possible to incorporate antibacterial, antifungal, aromatic or electronic sensor particles into plated (or anodised) layers.
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